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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the problem of obtaining pre-
dictable interactions between groups of agents in open environments
when individual agents do not expose their bdi logic. The most popular
approaches to this in practise have been to model interaction protocols
and to model the deontic constraints imposed by individual agents. Both
of these approaches are appropriate and necessary but their combination
creates the practical problem of ensuring that interaction protocols are
meshed with agents that possess compatible deontic constraints. This is
essentially an issue of property checking dynamically at run-time. We
show how model checking can be applied to this problem.

1 Introduction

One of the most fundamental challenges of multi-agent system engineering is to
enable predictable, reliable interaction amongst groups of agents without requir-
ing a deep standardisation of the way in which they are engineered and while
preserving as much as possible their autonomy in individual reasoning. It is not
plausible that agents built independently and with no agreement on forms of in-
teraction could be predictably reliable, so researchers have searched for ways of
standardising some aspects of coordination in the hope that this small amount of
standardisation would provide predictability sufficient for important tasks. Two
contrasting approaches to this problem have emerged:

– The use of explicit models of interactions (in a generic process or state-
machine language) along with mechanisms by which agents can locate, reason
about and participate in models of interaction that they judge appropriate.
These are built to describe forms of interaction (thus are detached from
individual agents) and are typically accessed when an agent anticipates it
wants to initiate or join that type of interaction.

– The specification of constraints imposed by individual agents on the inter-
actions they will allow: deontic constraints. These are built locally for an
individual agent and typically accessed when a specific interaction is antici-
pated with an individual agent.

These two approaches are compatible, in the sense that they attack different
aspects of a similar problem. They have not, however, been combined. Hitherto,



this has not been a major problem, because neither approach had significant
user communities. Those now are developing so that it is of practical importance
to have a way of answering the question “Given an interaction model and an
agent with given deontic constraints wishing to participate in that model, could
that combination work?” This is a difficult question because both interaction
models and deontic constraints are sophisticated logical objects, so the inference
involved is not (say) simple term matching or subsumption. It is also difficult
because in practise the question must be answered automatically and in real
time, so inference mechanisms must be self contained and efficient. This involves
an engineering balance which we explore in the rest of this paper.

In Section 2, we explain in detail the distinction we make between interaction
and deontic definitions, relating those in Section 3 to model checking. Interaction
models are shared between agents and are therefore portable. In Section 4, we
explain how this is achieved in the lcc language and demonstrate how this links
cleanly to the types of process calculi used in model checking. Section 5 then
defines the language used to describe properties checked by our system, while
the model checking algorithm (which is surprisingly compact) is summarised in
Section 6.

2 Motivation and Design Goals

Let us consider the following example. For finding and reserving a suitable va-
cation package consisting of booking a flight ticket and a hotel reservation, a
customer agent contacts a broker to find a suitable travel agent. The broker
searches for appropriate agents for the given scenario. The scenario is similar to
the travel agent use case of [1]. Figure 1 presents an overview of the interaction
while Figure 2 defines the section of the interaction model corresponding to the
communication between the customer and travel agents (ICT of Figure 1). The
interaction starts when a customer agent (C) provides the travel agent (T ) with
its vacation’s start date, end date, and its destination (SD, ED, D). The travel
agent forwards this information to the airline web services (As) for retrieving
quotations (FL) which are forwarded to the customer agent. After the customer
selects a flight (Fx), the travel agent searches the hotel directory (HD) and
sends a detailed list of hotel options (HL) back to the customer. The customer
selects a hotel (Hx), the travel agent computes the total amount (TA) to be
paid, and the customer sends its payment details (PD). The travel agent verifies
the payment details with the credit card web service (CD), which either provides
a signed payment authorisation (PId, Sign) or the reason (R) for payment fail-
ure. If the payment is authorised, a copy is sent to the airline and hotel agents
(A and H) for confirming the booking. Otherwise, the customer is informed of
the failure and it might either choose to retry sending payment details or quit
the interaction.

In addition to the interaction rules (Figure 2), the objects involved may
also lay down their own set of restrictions: their deontic rules. Table 1 provides a
sample of such rules. For example, the customer agent’s request for booking both
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Fig. 1. Overview of the travel agent scenario
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Fig. 2. The rules of interaction between the customer and travel agent (ICT of Figure 1)

a plane ticket and a hotel requires the travel agent to be capable of querying the
hotel directory. The broker then needs to verify Rule 1 which states that an agent
A may query a directory D only if it has access to it (‘+’ implies an action is



# Rule Enforced by Description

1- (A, D, +query(D, , ))←
(A, D, +access).

Broker Broker verifies that an
agent is capable of per-
forming a query on a di-
rectory by verifying that it
has access to the directory

2- (A, self, +access)←
member(A, syta).

Hotel directory Hotel directory allows A to
access it only if it was a
member of syta

3- (A, , +get payment details( , CD))←
customer(A, CD).

Broker Broker verifies that cus-
tomer agent A is capable
of paying its bills by veri-
fying that it is a customer
of the selected credit card
web service CD

4- (CD, , +authenticate(X.509)). Travel agent Travel agent needs to en-
sure that the credit card
web service CD is capa-
ble of authenticating itself
with X.509 certificate

5- (self, ,−encrypt(X))←
¬(X = OpenPGP ).

Customer agent Customer agent is prohib-
ited to use any encryption
other than OpenPGP

Table 1. A sample of deontic rules

permitted while a ‘−’ implies it is prohibited). The success of this rule, however,
is dependent on other agents’ deontic rules. For example, the hotel directory may
enforce its own rule (Rule 2) which states that an agent A may access it only if
it is a member of the Student and Youth Travel Association (stya). Rules may
be used to address issues such as access control (Rule 1), authorisation (Rule 2),
authentication and trust (Rule 4), security (Rule 5), and others (Rule 3). While
some of these rules (e.g. Rules 1 and 3) are a requirement for the broker to fulfil,
others (e.g. Rules 2, 4 and 5) are a requirement for other agents and services
engaged in this scenario (see ‘Enforced by’ column of Table 1). However, it is
the broker’s responsibility to make sure that no conflicts arise from the agents’
requirements and constraints, and that the deontic rules of all agents engaged
in a given scenario are consistent.

With the broker being responsible for finding suitable agents for a given
interaction protocol, it should also be capable of verifying, at interaction time,
that the protocol it has instantiated with agents is likely to work. This, however,
relies on the correctness of the interaction protocol as well as the compatibility of
the chosen agents. For example, trying to ally the customer agent with a travel
agent that does not have access to a hotel directory will result in a scenario
failure, regardless of whether the interaction protocol itself is error free or not.
This requires a verifier that can handle both interaction and deontic constraints,



and is capable of operating automatically at run-time. The broker could then use
such a verifier to verify an instance of the interaction protocol — the interaction
protocol for a given set of agents.

3 Implementation Plan

Our goal is to achieve a verifier which could be used by agents at interaction
time for verifying mas through the verification of the interaction and deontic
rules. Figure 3 illustrates the move from the design to the implementation plan.

Verifier
MAS Specification

Design

System Model
Model Checker

Implementation

Interaction Model a process calculus

Deontic Model a policy language

Fig. 3. Implementation plan

As illustrated by the travel agency example, the broker agent will need to
verify the interaction protocol for various deontic rules until a team of collab-
orating agents is reached. In open systems consisting of autonomous agents, it
is necessary for agents to be capable of automatically verifying, at run-time,
dynamic protocols affected by dynamic deontic rules. For this reason, we choose
model checking from amongst other verification techniques because it provides
a fully automatic verification process which could be carried out by the agents
during interaction time.

For specifying interaction protocols, which deal with coordinating messages
between agents, we choose process calculus. Process calculus is a calculus for
representing concurrent and distributed processes, and accounts for the non-
deterministic and non-terminating nature of these processes. Its success in ef-
ficiently describing the rules for coordinating messages makes them especially
appealing for specifying interaction protocols of mas.

Policy languages, on the other hand, have been widely used in hardware sys-
tems and networks for expressing deontic rules — the rules of obligations, per-
missions and prohibitions. Policy languages address issues such as security, trust
negotiation, access control mechanism, authorisations, etc. This makes them
good candidates for specifying agents’ deontic rules.

Implementing the Model Checker. The model checking problem can
be defined as follows: Given a finite transition system S and a temporal formula
φ, does S satisfy φ? The model checking process is divided into three stages:



modelling, specification, and verification. The system to be verified must first
be modelled in the language of the model checker S. The properties to which
the system model is verified upon should be specified using the model checker’s
temporal logic φ. Both the system model and the properties specification are fed
to the model checker for the verification stage. The model checker is, essentially,
an algorithm that decides whether a model S satisfies a formula φ. Some model
checkers may also provide a counter example when the property is not satisfied.
This is traditionally used to aid the human debugging process. Since humans
are not involved in our automatic checking, we do not need our model checker
to generate counter examples. Figure 4 provides a representation of the model
checking process.

Checking
Algorithm

Model
Result:

System Model:

Property Specification: True/False

S

φ

Fig. 4. The model checking process

Our system model S is a bundle of interaction and deontic rules (Figure 3).
For specifying the interaction rules of the system model, we choose the Lightweight
Coordination Calculus (lcc) (Section 4) mainly for two reasons (refer to Sec-
tion 8 for details): (1) it supports the attachment of a deontic layer to the inter-
action layer, and (2) it supports the use of a dynamic local model checker. For
defining the property specifications φ, we choose a modified version of the modal
µ-calculus (Section 5) basically for its contribution to the compact size of our
dynamic model checker. Finally, a logic-based local model checking algorithm
(Section 6) is chosen for implementing our verifier.

The result is a significantly small sized model checker (based solely on the
rules of Figures 8 and 11) implemented in tabled Prolog. The use of computa-
tional logic allows us to efficiently compute constraints, which is essential for
verifying deontic constraints. Furthermore, the local model checking technique
implies that the state-space is not constructed beforehand, but generated and
traversed one step at a time until a solution is reached. The use of tabled Prolog
for performing local model checking throws the burden of searching the state-
space on the tabled Prolog system, keeping the model checker small and simple.
This relatively efficient and extremely compact model checker can be used au-
tomatically by agents at run-time.



4 Lightweight Coordination Calculus (LCC)

lcc is the calculus used for specifying interaction protocols of mas. It is based on
the concept of agents playing roles and sharing a dialogue framework for achiev-
ing distributed coordination. An interesting and important aspect of lcc is its
capability to define the interaction protocol without having to specify details of
agents involved in this interaction. This supports our requirement for separating
the interaction layer from the agent layer. Furthermore, the constraints in the
lcc language provide the link needed for connecting the deontic layer to the
interaction layer (Section 4.1). The use of lcc, however, has several other ad-
vantages. Its syntax presents it as a process calculus which makes it suitable to
be used as our model checker’s description language (Section 4.3). The syntax
also presents it as a logic programming language [2] which affects the efficiency
of our constraints’ computation (Section 8). Finally, lcc is a lightweight calculus
whose only requirement on agents that want to engage in an interaction is to be
able to apply the transition rules of Figure 8 (the clause expansion mechanism).
This lightweight nature along with its clause expansion mechanism provides the
support needed for a dynamic local model checker (Section 6.1).

4.1 LCC Syntax

The lcc interaction framework is the set of clauses specifying the expected
message passing behaviour. Its syntax is given in Figure 5.

Framework := {Clause, . . .}
Clause := Agent :: ADef
Agent := a(Role, Id)
ADef := null← C | Agent← C |Message← C |

ADef then ADef | ADef or ADef |
ADef par ADef

Message := M ⇒ Agent |M ⇐ Agent
C := Term | C ∧ C | C ∨ C

Role := Term
M := Term

null denotes an event which does not involve message passing.
Term is a structured term in Prolog syntax.
Id is either a variable or a unique agent identifier.

Fig. 5. Syntax of the lcc dialogue framework

Agents, in lcc, are defined by their roles and identifiers. A framework is com-
posed of a set of clauses. A clause gives each agent role a definition that specifies



its acceptable behaviour. An agent can either do nothing (usually used for in-
ternal computations), take a different role, or send/receive messages (M ⇒ A,
M ⇐ A). Agent definitions can get more complex by using the sequential (then),
choice (or), parallel composition (par), and conditional (←) operators. The con-
ditional operator is used for linking constraints to message passing actions. These
constraints can be used to link the interaction model to the deontic model.

Example: The Travel Agency Scenario. To illustrate the specification of
systems with lcc, let us consider a section of the travel agency scenario. Figure 6
models the interaction between the customer and the travel agent described
earlier in Figure 2. The first two clauses specify the interaction rules of the
two roles played by the customer agent. The interaction starts when the agent
retrieves it vacation details: start date SD, end date ED, and destination D. It
then sends these details to the travel agent, receives a list of available flights FL,
selects an appropriate flight Fx, sends its choice to the travel agent, receives a
list of available hotel options HL, selects a hotel Hx, sends its choice to the
travel agent, receives the bill of amount TA to be paid via credit card CD,
and finally takes a different role paying customer for paying its bill. The role
paying customer is responsible for retrieving the payment details (e.g. credit
card number, expiry date, etc.). Then it either receives a message confirming its
bookings (confirm booking), or a message informing it of the reason R for the
payment’s failure. In the latter case, the agent might either decide to retry its
payment (a(paying customer(T,CD), C)) or send a quit message to the travel
agent to conclude the interaction.

Similarly, the last two clauses specify the travel agent’s rules governing its
interaction with the customer. To keep the example simple and short, Fig-
ure 6 omits role definitions dealing with the travel agent’s interaction with other
agents, e.g. query airlines, get airline replies, and pay services.

4.2 LCC Clause Expansion

This section explains the clause expansion mechanism of lcc which supports
decentralised coordination. The mechanism also directly affects our choice of
model checking technique: local model checking (see Section 6.1).

Decentralised coordination is achieved by sending the protocol along with the
messages. When an agent needs to send a message to another agent, the tuple
(I,M,A, R,P) is transmitted, where I identifies the interaction, M the message,
A the receiving agent, R the receiving agent’s role in the interaction, and P the
protocol. The protocol itself consists of three elements: a set of lcc clauses PF

that defines the protocol framework, a set of clauses PS that defines the current
protocol state, and a set of clauses K defining the common knowledge. The
protocol framework is the original protocol which remains unchanged throughout
an interaction. The protocol state consists of those clauses which are constantly
modified to keep track of the current protocol state. Common knowledge in lcc
is the knowledge needed to carry out a given interaction protocol. It is specific
to the given interaction. Please refer to [3] for further details.



a(customer(T ), C) ::
vacation details(SD, ED, D)⇒ a(travel agent( , , ), T )
← get vacation details(SD, ED, D) then

available flights(FL)⇐ a(travel agent( , , ), T ) then
chosen flight(Fx)⇒ a(travel agent( , , ), T )
← select flight(FL, Fx) then

available hotels(HL)⇐ a(travel agent( , , ), T ) then
chosen hotel(Hx)⇒ a(travel agent( , , ), T )
← select hotel(HL, Hx) then

due payment(TA, CD)⇐ a(travel agent( , , ), T ) then
a(paying customer(T, CD), C).

a(paying customer(T, CD), C) ::
payment(PD)⇒ a(verify payment( , , ), T )
← get payment details(CD, PD) then

( confirm booking(FId, HId)⇐ a(verify payment( , , ), T )
or
(fail payment(PD, R)⇐ a(verify payment( , , ), T ) then

(a(paying customer(T, CD), C)
← retry payment(CD)

or
quit⇒ a(verify payment( , , ), T )
← ¬retry payment(CD) ) ) ).

a(travel agent([As], HD, CD), T ) ::
vacation details(SD, ED, D)⇐ a(customer( ), C) then
a(query airlines([As], SD, ED, D), T ) then
a(get airline replies([As], [], FL), T ) then
available flights(FL)⇒ a(customer( ), C) then
chosen flight(Fx)⇐ a(customer( ), C) then
null← query(HD, D, HL) then
available hotels(HL)⇒ a(customer( ), C) then
chosen hotel(Hx)⇐ a(customer( ), C) then
due payment(TA, CD)⇒ a(customer( ), C) then
a(verify payment(CD, H, A), T )
← get airline agent(Fx, A) ∧ get hotel agent(Hx, H)

a(verify payment(CD, H, A), T ) ::
payment(PD)⇐ a(paying customer( , ), C) then
a(verify payment(PD, CD, PId, Sign, R), T ) then
( a(pay services(H, A, PId, Sign, FId, HId), T )
← R = null then

confirm booking(FId, HId)⇒ a(paying customer( , ), C) )
or

( fail payment(PD, R)⇒ a(paying customer( , ), C)
← ¬R = null then

(a(verify payment(CD, H, A), T )
or quit⇐ a(paying customer( , ), C)) ).

Fig. 6. lcc interaction model of Figure 2

Figure 7 describes the algorithm of lcc’s coordination mechanism. The al-
gorithm is triggered when an agent receives a tuple of the form (I,M,A, R,P).

Upon receiving a tuple (I, M, A, R, (PF , PS ,K)), the agent checks whether
a copy of its own protocol state exists in PS by checking for a clause matching
its role R and Id A. If such a clause does exist, then it is retrieved. Otherwise,
the agent’s original clause is retrieved from PF . The incoming message M is
added to the list of incoming messages Mi and the transition rules of Figure 8
are applied. The agent’s new protocol state replaces the old one (if it existed) in
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Fig. 7. lcc’s coordination mechanism

PS resulting in a new protocol state PSn. Finally, messages that need to be sent
to other agents will be transmitted via the tuple (I,Mx, Ax, Rx, (PF , PSn,K)).

For the agent to perform a transition step, the transition rules of Figure 8
are applied exhaustively. The rules state that M⇐A can perform a transition
in(M) to the empty process nil by retrieving the incoming message M . M⇒A
can perform a transition out(M) to nil by sending the message M . null can
perform the transition # to nil (# represents internal computations). A ← C
can perform a transition to E if C is satisfied and A can perform a transition
to E. A, with definition A ::B, can perform a transition to E if B can perform
a transition to E. A or B can perform a transition to E if either A or B can
perform a transition to E. A par B can perform a transition either to E par B
if A can perform a transition to E, or to A par E if B can perform a transition
to E. A par B can also perform the transition τ to E par F if both A and B can
perform transitions to E and F , respectively. Finally, A then B can perform a
transition to B if A can perform a transition to the empty process nil; otherwise,
it can perform a transition to E then B if A can perform a transition to E.

4.3 LCC: Process Calculus for Modelling MAS

lcc ,the calculus used for both specifying the interaction model and building
the executable model, is also a process calculus. We propose a model checker
that accepts lcc as its description language. The lcc protocol, capturing the
actual system to be checked, is directly fed to the model checker. This avoids
the complexity of modelling the system in another language, and the possibility
of introducing errors in doing so. Eliminating this step also contributes to the
remarkably small size of the model checker.



M ⇐ A
in(M)−−−−→ nil

B
a−→ E

(A← C)
#(X)−−−→ A

sat(C) ∧X in C

B
a−→ E

M ⇒ A
out(M)−−−−−→ nil

A
a−→ E

(A← C)
a−→ E

sat(C) ∧ (a 6= #/ )

null
#−→ nil

A
a−→ E

A par B
a−→ E par B

B
a−→ E

A
a−→ E

A ::= B
B

a−→ E

A par B
a−→ A par E

A
a−→ E

A or B
a−→ E

A
a−→ E B

a−→ F

A par B
τ−→ E par F

B
a−→ E

A or B
a−→ E

A
a−→ nil

A then B
a−→ B

A
a−→ E

A then B
a−→ E then B

E 6= nil

sat(C) is true if the constraint C can be satisfied.
nil is the empty process which can not perform any actions.
in(M) is the action of receiving a message M .
out(M) is the action of sending a message M .
#/ is the action of internal computations.
a is any action (message passing or internal computations).
a is the co-action of a. A message input action is the co-action of its output action,
and vice versa. Note that internal computational actions do not have co-actions.
τ is a complete internal action. It is the result of carrying out an action and its co-action
in parallel.
X in C implies that X is a term in the conjunction of terms C.

Fig. 8. lcc’s transition rules

Comparing lcc to traditional process calculi: an agent in the lcc language
is equivalent to a process. The syntax of an lcc process, as defined earlier, is:

ADef := null← C | Agent← C |Message← C |
ADef then ADef | ADef or ADef |
ADef par ADef

Similar to traditional process calculi, an agent can be defined in terms of
other agents, i.e. an agent can take a different role (Agent = a(Role, Id)). The
actions an agent can take are restricted to message passing actions. M ⇒ A
and M ⇐ A are used for sending and receiving messages, respectively. This is



similar to Milner’s ccs value passing actions a(x) and a(x) where x represents
the message sent and a represents the channel between the two communicating
agents. However, lcc names the processes involved rather than the channels.
The sequential operator then is similar to Hoare’s csp’s sequential operator [;]
rather than ccs’s prefix operator [.]. The choice operator or is equivalent to [+]
in ccs. Similarly, the parallel composition operator par (in the current version
of lcc) is equivalent to [|] in ccs. lcc also defines a conditional operator ←
equivalent to if C then E in ccs. lcc’s empty process null is similar to ccs’s
nil process. The null process is usually used in lcc when an agent needs to
carry out internal computational actions (see Figure 8).

5 µ-Calculus: a Modified Version

The previous section introduces lcc which we use in parallel with deontic con-
straints for modelling mas scenarios. This constitutes the system model M . We
now introduce a modified version of the µ-calculus which is used for specifying
properties φ. The system model M is then fed to the model checker along with
property specifications φ to verify whether or not M satisfies φ.

5.1 µ-Calculus Syntax and Semantics

The syntax and semantics of the µ-calculus are provided by Figure 9 [4].
The semantics imply that a state E always satisfies tt, and never ff. The

propositional variable Z is satisfied if E belongs to the valuation of Z. E satisfies
φ1 ∧ φ2 if it satisfies both φ1 and φ2, and it satisfies φ1 ∨ φ2 if it satisfies either
φ1 or φ2. 〈A〉φ is satisfied if E can take an action a, element of A, to state F ,
such that F satisfies φ. Similarly, [A]φ is satisfied if for all actions ai that E can
take to Fi, where ai is an element of A, then Fi satisfies φ. νZ.φ is satisfied if E
belongs to the union of all post-fixed points, while µZ.φ is satisfied if E belongs
to the intersection of all pre-fixed points.

The modifications we made to the language is that A, the set of actions, may
now contain message passing actions as well as non-communicative actions #(C),
where C is a constraint to be satisfied by some agent or any other constraint we
would like to verify.

Compared to other temporal logics, the µ-Calculus has a simpler syntax yet
more complex formulae. This simplified syntax is another reason behind the
compact model checker (see Figure 11).

5.2 µ-Calculus for Specifying MAS Properties

Choosing the right temporal logic is crucial since it controls which behavioural
aspects of the system model may be verified. In what follows, we give an idea of
the type of properties that may be verified using our modified µ-calculus version.

Let us consider the travel agency scenario of Figure 6. The broker needs to
verify that certain properties are satisfied. For example, the customer is inter-
ested in an interaction that guarantees providing flight and hotel quotations.



Syntax:

φ ::= tt | ff | Z | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ1 ∨ φ2 | 〈A〉φ | [A]φ | νZ.φ | µZ.φ

Semantics:

E |= tt

E 6|= ff

E |= Z iff E ∈ V (Z)
E |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff E |= φ1 and E |= φ2

E |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iff E |= φ1 or E |= φ2

E |= 〈A〉φ iff ∃F ∈ {E′ : E
a−→ E′ and a ∈ A}.F |= φ

E |= [A]φ iff ∀F ∈ {E′ : E
a−→ E′ and a ∈ A}.F |= φ

E |= νZ.φ iff E ∈
⋃
{S : S ⊆ ‖φ‖}

E |= µZ.φ iff E ∈
⋂
{S : ‖φ‖ ⊆ S}

tt and ff are the logical true and false, respectively.
Z is a propositional variable.
A is a set of actions
E and F are states of the transition system.
S is a set of states.
V (Z) is the set of states satisfying Z.

Fig. 9. µ-Calculus syntax and semantics

Property 1 verifies the message passing actions of an interaction protocol. It
states that if the customer agent requests a vacation package (by sending the
vacation details message), then the travel agent will always eventually send back
a list of flights and hotels (by sending the available flights and available hotels
messages).

νZ. [−]Z∧
[out(vacation details( , , ), a(travel agent( , , ), ))]

( µY.〈−〉tt∧
[in(available flights( ), a(travel agent( , , ), ))]

( µX.〈−〉tt∧
[in(available hotels( ), a(travel agent( , , ), ))]X))

(1)

Property 1 is read as follows: It is always the case (νZ.[−]Z) that if a request
for a vacation package is made (out( vacation details( , , ),
a(travel agent( , , ), ))) then eventually (µY.〈−〉tt) a list of available flights
and hotels will be received (in(available flights( ), a(travel agent( , , ), ))
and in(available hotels( ), a(travel agent( , , ), ))).

While property 1 above verifies the correctness of the message passing actions,
our modified version of the µ-calculus allows us to test for non-communicative
actions as well. This gives way to verifying deontic rules in parallel with inter-
action rules. For example, the broker will need to verify that the travel agent is
capable of accessing the hotel directory. Property 2 models this: In every run of



the interaction, it is always the case that the hotel directory is eventually queried.
The property is said to be satisfied if the lcc constraint query(HD, D, HL) on
the travel agent role of Figure 6 can be satisfied. However, this property holds
only if the deontic rules of the travel agent and the hotel directory provide the
travel agent with the access needed to perform its query (see Rules 1 and 2 of
Table 1).

µZ. 〈#(query(HD, , ))〉tt ∨ (〈−〉tt ∧ [−]Z) (2)

6 The Model Checker

Following the introduction of the lcc and the µ-calculus languages used for
specifying system models and temporal properties, respectively, this section in-
troduces the model checker’s technique and algorithm. Model checking lcc pro-
tocols suggests — given its logic programming nature along with its clause ex-
pansion mechanism — the use of a logic based local model checker.

6.1 Local Model Checking

In lcc, agents’ actions are a result of the transition rules applied to the protocols
(Figure 8). With each transition, the agent is traversing the state-space graph
(or the transition graph [4]). For example, the transition graph of the process
a(paying customer(CD,T ), C) of Figure 6 is provided by Figure 10. The state
s0, the initial state of this process, can only take a transition out(payment(PD))
to state s1, where payment(PD) is the message sent and in is the name of the
channel between the two communicating agents, the customer and the travel
agent. The interaction proceeds, traversing the transition graph one step at a
time. Note that when model checking a system, the transition graph of the whole
system is used.

s0 s1 s3

s2 s4

in(confirm booking(FId,HId))

out(payment(PD)) in(fail payment(PD,R))

out(payment(PD))

out(quit)

Fig. 10. Transition Graph of process a(paying customer(CD, T ), C) of Figure 6

The nature of the lcc language and its transition rules proposes the use of
a local model checker. While global model checking is based on generating the
whole state-space, local model checking partially constructs the state-space one



step at a time until a solution is reached. Model checking approaches based on
tableaux systems (e.g. [5]) provide such a solution. Termination, in such scenar-
ios, is then to be addressed. We refer to the xmc model checker for inspiration.
The xmc system [6] is a model checker built on top of xsb [7], a tabled Prolog
system. The concept of caching in tabled Prolog ensures termination, avoids re-
dundant subcomputations, and computes the well-founded model of normal logic
programs. We rationally reconstruct the xmc model to accept lcc models and
our verified version of µ-calculus. The result is a simplified and remarkably com-
pact model checker that is based solely on the µ-calculus’ proof rules as well as
lcc’s transition rules (Figures 11 and 8, respectively). This significantly simpli-
fied version does not affect the model checker’s efficiency discussed in Section 8,
the base of which is the xsb system.

6.2 Model Checking Algorithm

We now define our model checking algorithm as follows. A system S is said
to satisfy a formula φ if its initial state E satisfies φ. Hence, the initial state
E and the formula φ are passed to the model checker. Model checking is then
performed in a top-down manner based on the µ-calculus semantics presented
in Figure 9. Rules concerning the verification of E |= tt, E 6|= ff, E |= Z,
E |= φ1 ∧ φ2, E |= φ1 ∨ φ2, E |= 〈A〉φ and E |= [A]φ can easily be encoded in
Prolog. The challenge is dealing with the greatest and least fixed point formulae.
Prolog, by nature, computes the least fixed point solution. The greatest fixed
point, however, is the dual of the least fixed point, i.e. the greatest fixed point
formula is satisfied if the least fixed point of the negated formula fails to be
satisfied. In xsb, this can be achieved by making use of the negation predicate
sk not/1 in addition to the tabled environment which ensures that a least fixed
point solution is found if it does exist in the table.

The result is a simple, straightforward, and compact xsb coded model checker:
the code is directly translated into xsb from Figure 11, where E

A−→ F follows
lcc’s transition rules of Figure 8. However, this simple and straightforward al-
gorithm limits the µ-calculus to the alternation-free fragment where nesting of
least and greatest fixed-point operators is prohibited. That is because formulae
with alternation result in loops through negation which are not easily handled
by xsb.

7 Related Work

In this field, different verification techniques have been applied to various aspects
of multi-agent systems. In [8] and [9], message passing actions affect the mental
states of agents (or the beliefs, desires, and intentions). The verification process
is carried by testing the mental states of the agents involved in an interaction.
Consequently, the verified system’s results hold for a particular set of agents.
The approach presented in this paper separates the interaction layer from the
agents bdi layer. The verification process does not require access to the agents’



models(E, tt) ← true

models(E, φ1 ∨ φ2) ← models(E, φ1) ∨models(E, φ2)

models(E, φ1 ∧ φ2) ← models(E, φ1) ∧models(E, φ2)

models(E, 〈A〉φ) ← ∃F. ((E
A−→ F ) ∧ models(F, φ))

models(E, [A]φ) ← ∀F. ((E
A−→ F ) → models(F, φ))

models(E, µZ.φ) ← models(E, φ)

models(E, νZ.φ) ← dual(φ, φ′) ∧ ¬models(E, φ′)

Fig. 11. The modal µ-calculus proof rules

bdi models (only deontic constraints specific to the interaction are required).
Moreover, the model checker is dynamic. This allows it to be invoked at run-
time to verify properties affected by interaction and/or dynamic deontic rules.

[10] offers a technique which separates the mental state of agents from the
social state of an interaction. Both the system specification and the properties
to be verified are written in dltl. Verification is carried based on the use of
Buchi automata. Model checking is then applied to the proof of the formulas
to be verified. This makes the verification process a complex process based on
a combination of model checking and other techniques. This paper proposes a
simple and automatic technique which allows the agents themselves to perform
the verification process at run-time, which is one of the main contributions of
this paper.

[11] and [12] also separate the mental state from the social state. These
approaches strictly limit the verification process to verifying message passing
actions only. The approach presented in this paper allows the model checker
to verify message passing actions of the interaction model as well as deontic
constraints affecting the interaction. This is made possible by introducing the
modified version of the µ-calculus of Section 5 which permits the verification of
constraints in lcc which are essentially a link to the deontic constraints.

[13] differs from all other techniques since it focuses on the evolution of knowl-
edge in mas. The system is a Real Time Interpreted System. The temporal logic
used is tectlk — a logic for knowledge and real time. All system states should
be represented by bit vectors and are, hence, encoded before the verification
process is initiated. These then undergo a translation process and the resulting
propositional formula is fed to a sat solver for verification. This technique differs
from the one presented in this paper since it verifies the change of knowledge in
mas. Furthermore, all system states need to be encoded before the verification
process can take place. This paper proposes a technique which requires only the
initial state of the system. Local model checking is then used to incrementally
generate the state-space until a solution is reached. This is applied via the proof
rules of Figure 11 and the transition rules of Figure 8. The whole process is an
automatic process that could be carried out by agents at run-time.



8 Conclusion

This paper presents a model checker which may be invoked at run-time by agents
for verifying instances of the interaction protocol. Each of the languages chosen
— lcc, policy languages, or µ-calculus — contribute to the following features
of the model checker:

1. LCC for supporting the attachment of a deontic model to the
interaction model.
Policy languages are essentially a tuple of the form (s,o,<sign>a) which
permits or prohibits — depending on the sign of a — a subject s from
executing action a on object o. Additionally, conditions may be attached
to rules (see Table 1). In short, policy languages are a set of constraints.
Constraints in lcc could then act as a window to the dynamic, agent specific
set of deontic rules. For example, constraint query(HD, D, HL) of the travel
agency interaction protocol triggers deontic Rules 1 and 2 of Table 1.

2. Logic-based programming for efficient constraint computing.
The use of computational logic results in a model checker that deals effi-
ciently with constraints and complex data structures. This is crucial for us
since our system model makes heavy use of constraints and structured terms.

3. A compact size model checker for agents to use at run-time.
The use of the modal µ-calculus along with local model checking techniques,
which is suggested by the transition rules of lcc, results in an very simple
and compact model checker. The model checker is constructed from the rules
of Figures 8 and 11 and encoded in xsb. This throws the burden of searching
the state-space on the underlying xsb system. As a result, the small size of
the model checker makes it a good candidate to be used by agents at run-
time.
As for efficiency, the model checker has worked well when tested on some
scenarios. For example, the verification of property 2 of Section 5.2 with five
agents involved — a customer agent, a travel agent, an airline agent, a hotel
agent, and a credit card agent — consumes 0.039 sec of cpu time and 2.18mb
of memory when run on a P4 2GHz machine. A more complex example, an
auction system with a set of three bidders, consumes 0.868 sec and 51mb.
These are preliminary results only, and further tests and evaluation still
needs to be taken.

4. LCC for supporting dynamic model checking of dynamic system
models.
The decentralised coordination mechanism driven by the clause expansion
mechanism of lcc allows agents to verify dynamic deontic rules as well as
dynamic interaction protocols at run-time. This is made possible by retriev-
ing the current protocol state at run-time along with the current deontic
rules, and feeding this information to the model checker.
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